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ABSTRACT
We present the results of a 55ks NuSTAR observation of the core of the Coma Cluster. The global spectrum
can be explained by thermal gas emission, with a conservative 90% upper limit to non-thermal inverse Compton
(IC) emission of 5.1×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 in a 12′ × 12′ field of view. The brightness of the thermal component
in this central region does not allow more stringent upper limits on the IC component when compared with non-
imaging instruments with much larger fields of view where claims of detections have been made. Future mosaic
NuSTAR observations of Coma will further address this issue. The temperature map shows a relatively uniform
temperature distribution with a gradient from the hot northwest side to the cooler southeast, in agreement
with previous measurements. The temperature determination is robust given the flat effective area and low
background in the 3–20 keV band, making NuSTAR an ideal instrument to measure high temperatures in the
intracluster medium.
Subject headings: galaxies: clusters: general — galaxies: clusters: individual (Coma) — X-rays: galaxies:
clusters
1. INTRODUCTION
The Coma cluster is one of the best studied clusters of
galaxies in the sky (see Biviano 1998, for an historical re-
view). It has been explored at all wavelengths from radio to
hard X-rays, and its proximity, richness and brightness have
been key for revealing new and unexpected phenomena, such
as radio halos and relics (Feretti et al. 2012, and references
therein). It is one of the most spectacular examples of hierar-
chical structure formation, with strong evidence of its buildup
by in-falling substructures found in the galaxy distribution
(e.g., Colless & Dunn 1996; Adami et al. 2005, 2009), in
the X-ray morphology and surface brightness variations (e.g.,
Briel et al. 1992; Vikhlinin et al. 1994, 1997; Neumann et al.
2003; Andrade-Santos et al. 2013; Sanders et al. 2013), in the
map of the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2013) and in its weak lensing reconstructed mass distri-
bution (Gavazzi et al. 2009; Okabe et al. 2010, 2014).
The Coma cluster has been observed with virtually every
X-ray observatory flown. Detailed temperature maps of the
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large-scale emission of the cluster with mosaic observations
using ASCA (Watanabe et al. 1999), XMM (e.g., Arnaud et al.
2001; Neumann et al. 2003; Schuecker et al. 2004) and Suzaku
(Simionescu et al. 2013) reveal complex temperature varia-
tions indicative of recent mergers in this complex cluster. Ex-
amples are the in-falling NGC 4839 group, a hot Western
region, and cooler gas possibly associated with gas stripped
from the in-falling group associated with NGC 4921 and NGC
4911. The temperature distribution in the central 10′ around
the two central galaxies, NGC 4889 and NGC 4874, is rela-
tively homogeneous in the 8-10 keV range (e.g., Arnaud et al.
2001; Sato et al. 2011) with a gradient from the hot north-
west side of the core to the cool (∼ 7 keV) southeast, the lat-
ter associated with linear, higher-density arms consisting of
low-entropy material that was probably stripped from merg-
ing subclusters (Sanders et al. 2013).
In addition to the hot intra-cluster gas, which constitutes
its main baryonic component, Coma hosts a large scale mag-
netic field and relativistic electrons as revealed by the diffuse
Mpc-scale synchrotron emission of the radio halo, the first
and brightest radio halo (discovered by Willson 1970) and one
of the best studied (e.g., Giovannini et al. 1993; Deiss et al.
1997; Thierbach et al. 2003; Brown & Rudnick 2011). For
a collection of relativistic electrons, the total synchrotron lu-
minosity depends both on the number of electrons and on the
magnetic field B. However the same electrons will up-scatter
cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons through in-
verse Compton (IC) interaction with a luminosity which will
depend on the number of electrons and the known energy den-
sity of the CMB. Therefore the measurement of an IC flux
from a synchrotron source directly leads to a simultaneous
determination of the average value of B and the relativistic
electron density (e.g., Harris & Romanishin 1974). The IC
emission can in principle be observed at hard X-ray energies
(Rephaeli 1977) because the exponential decline of the ther-
mal bremsstrahlung continuum is distinctly steeper than the
expected non-thermal spectrum, potentially detectable as ex-
cess hard X-ray emission. Coma was indeed the first object
for which a detection of non-thermal emission was claimed
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(Rephaeli et al. 1999; Rephaeli & Gruber 2002) based on data
from RXTE. Fusco-Femiano et al. (1999, 2004) also claimed
a detection based on data from Beppo-SAX. A number of
claims of a hard X-ray excess have also been made in sev-
eral other radio-halo clusters, although they are mostly of
marginal significance (see Rephaeli et al. 2008, for a review).
The Beppo-SAX detection in Coma, which the most recent
analysis puts at a confidence level of 4.8σ with a non-thermal
flux of (1.30± 0.40)× 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 20-80 keV
energy band (e.g., Fusco-Femiano et al. 2011) has been very
controversial (Rossetti & Molendi 2004; Fusco-Femiano et al.
2007).
This contributed to further attempts to confirm IC emission
at the claimed RXTE and Beppo-SAX levels with Suzaku and
Swift, though these attempts have largely failed (see Ota 2012,
for a review). Wik et al. (2009) performed a joint XMM EPIC-
pn and Suzaku HXD-PIN analysis of the Coma cluster and
were unable to detect IC emission, finding an upper limit of
6.0× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, 2.5 times below the claimed RXTE
and Beppo-SAX detection. This discrepancy could still be re-
solved taking into account the smaller field of view (FOV)
of the Suzaku HXD-PIN if the IC emission is very extended,
beyond the radio halo (Fusco-Femiano et al. 2011). Wik
et al. (2011) performed a joint XMM EPIC-pn and Swift Burst
Alert Telescope (BAT) analysis, again finding no evidence for
large-scale IC emission at the level expected from the pre-
viously claimed non-thermal detections. This latter result
holds for all physically reasonable spatial distributions, with
the most probable IC distribution providing an upper limit of
2.7×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1.
The Coma cluster is a test bed galaxy cluster target for the
NuSTAR X-ray observatory (Harrison et al. 2013). NuSTAR
is the first focusing hard X-ray telescope in orbit, with the
ability to focus X-rays above 10 keV. NuSTAR operates in the
wide energy band from 3 to 79 keV, carrying two identical
co-aligned X-ray telescopes with an angular resolution of 18′′
(FWHM). The focal planes of each telescope, referred to as
focal plane modules A and B, provide a spectral resolution
of 400 eV (FWHM) at 10 keV and a combined effective area
at 30 keV of 220 cm2. The somewhat lower effective area
compared to previous instruments is more than compensated
for by the focusing capability which vastly reduces the back-
ground level and point source contamination. The ∼ 13′×13′
FOV is considerably smaller than collimators on board RXTE,
Beppo-SAX, and Suzaku which have quite large, & 1◦ FOVs.
We describe the NuSTAR Coma observation and its process-
ing in Section 2. We show images in different energy bands in
Section 3 and the spectral analysis, both for the global spec-
trum and spatially resolved spectroscopy in the form of a tem-
perature map in Section 4. The results are discussed in Sec-
tion 5. The cosmology adopted in this paper assumes a flat
universe with H0= 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm= 0.27 and ΩΛ= 0.73.
All errors are quoted at the 68% confidence limit. At the red-
shift of Coma, z = 0.0231, 1′ subtends 28 kpc.
2. OBSERVATION AND DATA PROCESSING
The Coma Cluster was observed by NuSTAR on 2013 June
16-17 for a total unfiltered exposure time of 115 ks. We
processed the data from both modules A and B using stan-
dard pipeline processing (HEAsoft v6.15.1 and NuSTARDAS
v1.3.1) and the 20131223 version of the NuSTAR Calibra-
tion Database. The data were filtered for periods of Earth
occultation, high instrumental background due to South At-
FIG. 1.— NuSTAR background-subtracted and exposure-corrected images
of Coma, combining both telescopes A and B. Images are presented on a
common logarithmic scale from 0 counts pixel−1 to 1.1× 10−4 pixel−1. The
energy band for each image is from top to bottom: 3–10 keV, 10–20 keV and
20–50 keV. Images have been smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 17′′.2 (7
pixels). The x point in the 3-10 keV image marks the average position of the
optical axis.
lantic Anomaly (SAA) passages, and known bad/noisy de-
tector pixels. We adopted strict criteria regarding passages
through the SAA and a tentacle-like region of higher activ-
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ity near part of the SAA; in the call to the general process-
ing routine that creates Level 2 data products, nupipeline,
the following flags were included: SAAMODE=STRICT and
TENTACLE=yes. The resulting clean exposure time is 55 ks.
The level of solar activity during the observation was at the B
level (the X-ray flux level as registered by the GOES satellite
was below 10−6 W m−2 in the 1-8 Å wavelength range), not
sufficient to produce any significant reflected solar stray light
(Wik et al. 2014). The lack of solar activity is also corrob-
orated by the absence of variability in light curves extracted
from the cleaned event files.
From the cleaned event files, we extracted images and
light curves using xselect, created exposure maps us-
ing nuexpomap, and extracted spectra and associated re-
sponse matrix (RMF) and auxiliary response (ARF) files
using nuproducts. The call to nuproducts included
extended=yes, most appropriate for extended sources,
which weights the RMF and ARF based on the distribution of
events within the extraction region, assuming that to be equiv-
alent to the true extent of the source. The effective smoothing
of the source due to the point spread function (PSF) is not
taken into account and it will be implemented in future analy-
sis of extended sources. However given the relatively narrow
FWHM of 18′′ this omission is not impacting the analysis
given the angular size of the regions considered for spectral
fitting in this work.
The NuSTAR mirrors have a design based on the Wolter-I
approximation, which is a double mirror design that focuses
X-rays with two grazing angle reflections. It is possible for
photons at very shallow or very steep angles to be reflected
only once by the mirror assembly. These “ghost rays” can
originate from sources between 3′ and 40′ off-axis. Based on
the XMM pn Coma mosaic image of Wik et al. (2009) we sim-
ulated by ray-tracing the impact of ghost rays in the NuSTAR
observation. They are affecting mainly the regions at large
off-axis angles from the optical axis, shown in the top panel
of Figure 1 and obtained as the peak of the exposure map,
given the motion of the optical axis due to the thermal expan-
sion of the mast. Ghost rays are contributing at most 18% on
average of the total emission in the western regions of the ob-
servation. The ray-tracing simulation shows that there might
a be bias on the measured temperatures which is below 3% for
ghost ray fractions below 20% and below 8% for a ghost ray
fraction between 20% and 30%. A preliminary comparison
with XMM and Chandra data shows an increasing higher flux
in NuSTAR with increasing distance from the optical axis at
a level consistent with the expected ghost-ray contamination
but no systematic discrepancy in the temperature determina-
tion.
3. IMAGE ANALYSIS
We exploit NuSTAR’s unprecedented focusing capabilities
and spatial resolution to create images of the Coma Cluster in
various energy bands: 3–10 keV and, for the first time, in the
high energy bands 10–20 keV and 20–50 keV.
We perform exposure-correction using the task
nuexpomap, creating exposure maps at single energies
for each band, roughly corresponding to the mean emission-
weighted energy of the band. Background images were
produced using nuskybgd (Wik et al. 2014). The images
have been Gaussian smoothed by 17′′.2 (7 pixels) to be
consistent with the PSF’s FWHM of ∼ 18′′. Background-
subtracted and exposure-corrected images in the three energy
bands for the co-added instruments A and B are presented
in Figure 1. The 3–10 keV and 10–20 keV images show
the well known morphology of the hot gas in the center of
the Coma Cluster as shown by ROSAT, XMM, and Chandra,
whereas the 20–50 keV band, though background dominated,
shows an excess to the west where hotter temperatures are
found (see Section 4.2).
FIG. 2.— Detector B spectrum of one of the regions (region 4) shown in
Figure 4 extracted to obtain the temperature map discussed in Section 4.2.
The various background components have been modeled (blue: instrumen-
tal particle background continuum; magenta: instrumental lines and solar
reflected component; orange: focused cosmic X-ray background (FCXB);
green: aperture background) and the source component is shown by the solid
red line. The ratio of data over the model are also shown.
4. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
In Section 4.1 we examine the global spectrum observed by
NuSTAR, and in Section 4.2 we break that spectrum up into
a spatially-resolved 6×6 grid of spectra to probe temperature
variations. We can also constrain the relative calibration be-
tween the two NuSTAR telescopes.
We fitted the spectra of two detectors A and B separately
with an APEC thermal plasma (Smith et al. 2001) modi-
fied by Galactic absorption (Kalberla et al. 2005) fixed at
NH = 8.58× 1019 cm2. This absorption has negligible effect
in the NuSTAR bandpass. The spectral fitting was performed
with Xspec (Arnaud 1996) in the 3-120 keV band using the
C-statistic and quoted metallicities are relative to the abun-
dances of Anders & Grevesse (1989). Energies in the range
79 keV < E < 120 keV are primarily used to constrain the
instrumental background (in a similar fashion to the use of
energies above 10 keV for satellites operating in the 0.5-10
keV energy band such as XMM) and their inclusion does not
significantly contribute to the C-statistic or the resulting best-
fit parameters. Although not strictly necessary for a fit using
the C-statistic, we re-binned the data to ensure a minimum 30
counts per bin, reducing the time required to perform fits and
emphasizing differences between the model and the data.
To account for the background we included the spectral
components of the NuSTAR background described in detail
in Wik et al. (2014). They can be characterized as originating
from (1) instrument Compton scattered continuum emission;
(2) instrument activation and emission lines; (3) cosmic X-
ray background from the sky leaking past the aperture stops
(Aperture); (4) reflected solar X-rays (Solar); (5) focused and
ghost ray cosmic X-ray background (FCXB). We do not have
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regions free of cluster emission so we can not apply straight-
forwardly the procedure adopted by nuskybgd. We have an
empirical nominal model based on blank field observations
that we adopted in the fit of the various regions (see Figure 2
for an example).
In order to determine the best fit value and confidence in-
terval for the spectral parameter of interests we used Bayesian
statistics and a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) tech-
nique. We performed MCMC simulations using the Xspec
implementation of the algorithm of Goodman & Weare (2010)
where an ensemble of "walkers", which are vectors of the fit
parameters, are evolved via random steps determined by the
difference between two walkers. We evolved eight walkers
for a total of 104 steps, after discarding the initial 5000 steps
(“burn-in” phase) to ensure the chain reached a steady state.
We turned on the Bayesian statistic setting up Gaussian priors
centered on the expected value forecasted by nuskybgd for
the particular region of interest. We set widths equal to the ex-
pected systematic error for the various background normaliza-
tions (8% for the aperture component, 3% for the instrumental
continuum, 50% on the FCXB, 10% on the solar component),
and used constant priors for the temperature, abundance and
normalization of the APEC cluster thermal component. We
then marginalized over all the other parameters to generate
posterior probabilities for the parameter of interest, such as
the temperature or the normalization of the thermal compo-
nent, using the Xspec command margin. The results found
with this method are consistent with the procedure adopted in
Wik et al. (2014). For ease of presentation we will show in
the following figures the background-subtracted spectra using
the realizations provided by nuskybgd.
4.1. Global Spectrum
FIG. 3.— Background-subtracted Coma Cluster spectrum extracted from
the central 12′ × 12′ region. The spectra of detector A and B have been
combined for clarity. The best-fit 1T model and ratio of the spectrum over
the model are also shown.
To compare with results obtained with other satellites we
extracted the global A plus B spectra from a box of 12′×12′
encompassing 85% of the FOV. The spectra have excellent
statistical quality with ∼ 2.5×105 total counts with a source
contribution to the total emission of 89% in the 3-30 keV en-
ergy band.
We first consider a single temperature (1T) model fit to
the data, which is the simplest possible description of the
spectrum. This is unlikely to be a realistic description as it
is known that even the very center of Coma hosts tempera-
ture variations (e.g., Sanders et al. 2013). However multi-
temperature, featureless, spectra with a range of temperatures
can be well fitted by a 1T model (e.g., Mazzotta et al. 2004).
We find a temperature of 8.52 keV as a peak of the marginal-
ized posterior distribution, with a 68% confidence interval of
[8.48,8.55] keV. As shown in Table 1, a fit in the 3–30 keV
energy band obtained with background subtraction of a real-
ization of the background model (the procedure used in Wik
et al. 2014) returns consistent results. In Figure 3 we show
the co-added A and B background-subtracted spectrum in the
3–30 keV energy band obtained with this latter method. The
spectrum is well, but not perfectly, described by an isother-
mal spectrum over an order of magnitude in energy. We use
the background-subtraction method to quickly explore the de-
pendence of the temperature determination when using dif-
ferent energy bands for the spectral fitting. In the absence of
systematic calibration issues, different temperatures returned
when fitting different energy bands is yet another indication
of a multi-temperature component spectrum. This is indeed
the case for the Coma global spectrum as increasing either
the upper end or the lower end of the baseline energy band
increases the derived temperature, as detailed in Table 1.
The next step to add complexity to the fitting model is a
two temperature (2T) model consisting of two APEC com-
ponents with abundances tied together. This model is rou-
tinely used when dealing with multi-temperature component
spectra. The fits improve, though the temperature found for
the low-T component (1.02± 0.21 keV) does not represent
any real temperature in the spectrum. This seems more a
result of the fit procedure that is accommodating the curva-
ture of the residuals that are not well fitted by a 1T model
in the low energy part of the spectrum where the statistical
quality of the data is higher. To support this hypothesis we
performed simulations with the NuSTAR responses of a two
thermal component model with temperatures of 7 and 9 keV
respectively. We chose the ratio of the normalization of the
two components to be equal to that which best approximates
the observed spectrum. When a 2T model is applied, the fit-
ting process favors a high–T component of the order of 8–9
keV accounting for most of the emission in the fitted band
and a lower–T component (0.5–1 keV), which improves the
fit at the lower range of the energy band. Similar results when
fitting a 2T model have been obtained by Ajello et al. (2009)
when fitting XMM and Swift BAT data (kThigh = 8.40+0.25−0.24 keV
and kTlow = 1.45+0.21−0.11 keV). The low–T component has been
interpreted as due to thermal X-ray emission from the galax-
ies in Coma (Finoguenov et al. 2004; Sun et al. 2007). While
this might be a possible interpretation for satellites sensitive
to energies down to 0.5 keV, it can be ruled out for emission
above 3 keV as seen by NuSTAR.
Following the success of the XMM-derived temperature
map for explaining the thermal origin of the Suzaku HXD-PIN
and Swift BAT high-energy spectra (Wik et al. 2009, 2011) we
adopted the same approach exploiting the temperature map
obtained by NuSTAR itself (discussed in the following Section
4.2). We summed the 36 1T APEC models with temperature,
abundances and normalization fixed to construct a Tmap model
for which only the overall normalization was allowed to vary
(an adjustment at the 2% level) to give a fit with the same
quality as the 2T fit (see Table 1). The comparison in the 3-30
keV energy band (cstat/dof = 1208/1129 for the Tmap model
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TABLE 1
GLOBAL SPECTRUM FIT PARAMETERS
kT abund. Norm.a kT or Γ Norm.a or IC fluxb C-stat/dof
(10−1 cm−5 or
Model (Energy Band (keV)) (keV) (Z) (10−1 cm−5) (keV or · · · ) 10−12 ergs s−1 cm−2)
1T 3–120c 8.52+0.03−0.04 0.178
+0.006
−0.004 1.042
+0.004
−0.005 · · · · · · 3196±2d/2975
1T 3–30 8.58+0.10−0.04 0.178±0.007 1.044+0.006−0.008 · · · · · · 1216/1127
1T 3–10 8.20±0.08 0.179±0.007 1.068±0.007 · · · · · · 356/344
1T 5–10 8.54±0.12 0.19±0.01 1.026+0.015−0.013 · · · · · · 250/244
1T 5–30 8.90±0.07 0.20±0.01 1.003±0.008 · · · · · · 1078/1027
2T 3–30 9.03±0.11 0.213±0.09 0.988±0.013 1.02±0.21 0.794+0.679−0.275 1151/1125
2T 4–30 9.02+0.11−0.10 0.214±0.010 0.987±0.012 0.95+0.52−0.23 0.794+0.679−0.275 1113/1075
Tmap 3–30e · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1208/1129
Tmap 4–30e · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1137/1079
Tmap+IC 4–30 - · · · · · · 2.0 (fixed) < 0.48 1137/1080
Tmap+IC 4–30f - · · · · · · 2.0 (fixed) < 5.1 1130/1078
a Normalization of the APEC thermal spectrum, which is given by {10−14/[4pi(1+z)2D2A]}
∫
nenH dV , where z is the redshift, DA is the angular diameter distance,
ne is the electron density, nH is the ionized hydrogen density, and V is the volume of the cluster.
b 20–80 keV.
c Obtained with the Bayesian MCMC analysis.
d Mean and standard deviation of the fit statistic values over the steps of the chain.
f For these fits we quote only the resulting fit statistic value. The only fitting parameters are the overall normalization of the sum of the 36 thermal models
obtained from the regions used for the temperature map.
f This fit has been obtained by thawing the overall normalization constants of the Tmap for the two detectors A and B, see text for details.
and 1151/1125 for the 2T model) points again to a slightly
better fit for the 2T model, following the same lines discussed
in the above paragraph.
Armed with a reasonable model description of the multi-
ple thermal components in the center of Coma as obtained
by the Tmap model, we proceed to constrain the non-thermal
flux in the NuSTAR spectrum. We fixed the photon spectral
index of the non-thermal component to Γ = 2 based on pre-
vious analysis with Beppo-SAX and RXTE (Fusco-Femiano
et al. 2004; Rephaeli & Gruber 2002) in order to have a di-
rect comparison with those previous works; if allowed to vary
its value is unconstrained with a negative best fit value. With
the best fit Tmap model, the 90% upper limit on the 20–80
keV non-thermal flux is 4.8×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1; if we allow
the overall normalization constant of the Tmap model to vary
we obtain a best fit value of 0.99± 0.01, and the 90% upper
limit on the 20–80 keV non-thermal flux becomes 5.1×10−12
erg cm−2 s−1.
We investigated a possible bias arising by a distributed non-
thermal component which could bias upward the temperatures
in the temperature map. We therefore re-measure normal-
izations and temperatures of the thermal components just by
fitting the 1T models in the 3–10 keV energy band in order
to minimize the impact of the eventual presence of the non-
thermal component. The temperatures thus obtained are on
average 5% lower and the normalizations 2% higher. With
this Tmap model we then constrained the non-thermal flux as
done above. The 90% upper limit on the 20–80 keV non-
thermal flux is 1.7×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1; if we allow the over-
all normalization constant of the Tmap model to vary down to
the value of 0.99, the 90% upper limit on the 20-80 keV non-
thermal flux becomes 4.7× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1which is 8%
smaller than the value derive with the Tmap model obtained
using the full energy band. We therefore conclude that the 3–
10 keV Tmap model did not result in a significant higher upper
limit on the IC flux.
We remark that the results from the two detectors are in very
good agreement when fitted individually against the same
FIG. 4.— Superimposed on the NuSTAR 3–10 keV image of the Coma
Cluster, we plot the regions used for spatially resolved spectral extractions.
The spectrum of each region is fitted with a single temperature model to build
the temperature maps shown in Figure 5.
model. When fitted jointly the constant introduced in the
models to allow for different normalizations of the spectral
components is of the order 0.998±0.004.
4.2. Temperature Map
In order to study the cluster temperature structure, we ex-
tracted spectra in 2′× 2′ contiguous regions in the sky, as plot-
ted in Figure 4. With the same approach depicted in the previ-
ous paragraph for the global spectrum we fitted 1T models for
the cluster component plus the spectral components needed to
model the sky and instrumental background.
The temperature map thus obtained is shown in Figure 5.
The overall trend is a temperature gradient from the hotter
northwest regions, with temperatures in the 9-10 keV range,
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FIG. 5.— Left panel: temperature map of the central region of Coma obtained from a joint fit of the detectors A and B spectra extracted from the regions
depicted in Figure 4. Overlaid are the surface brightness contours obtained by the NuSTAR image in the 3–10 keV energy band. Right panel: values and 1σ error
bars for the temperature in each region of the temperature map.
FIG. 6.— Left panel: comparison of the temperature found by the two detectors A and B in the regions of the temperature map of Figure 5. Right panel:
comparison of the normalization found by the two detectors A and B in the regions of the temperature map of Figure 5.
to the cooler regions in the southeast, with temperatures of
the order 7 keV (regions 6 and 12 in Figure 5). The spectra
are well fitted by 1T models. Models with additional spectral
components (e.g. 2T) do not significantly improve the fit.
As an additional check of the cross calibration between the
two detectors A and B, we compare the results for tempera-
ture and normalization of the best fit thermal model for the
regions of the map in Figure 6. We again find good agree-
ment between the two detectors: the ratio of the temperatures
found with A with respect to the temperatures found with B
has a mean of 1.01 with a standard deviation of 0.10. The
ratio of the normalization has a mean of 0.99 with a standard
deviation of 0.07.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. The Global Spectrum and the IC Upper Limit
The NuSTAR global spectrum extracted from a 12′× 12′ re-
gion is not perfectly isothermal, as shown by both the fact that
the measured temperature depends on the fitting energy range
(Table 1) and by the temperature map presented in Figure 5.
We therefore adopt a multi-temperature model based on the
temperature map in order to impose more accurate constraints
on the non-thermal flux. Depending on 2% differences in the
normalization of the multi-temperature model, the 90% upper
limit to the IC non-thermal emission is in the range 4.8×10−13
- 5.1× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 in the 20-80 keV band. The latter
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FIG. 7.— Left panel: NuSTAR pseudo entropy map of the center of the Coma Cluster (arbitrary units). Overlayed are the surface brightness contours obtained
by the NuSTAR image in the 3–10 keV energy band. Right panel: NuSTAR pseudo pressure map of the center of the Coma Cluster (arbitrary units). Overlaid are
the surface brightness contours obtained by the NuSTAR image in the 3–10 keV energy band and the positions of the brightest central galaxies, NGC 4889 and
NGC 4874, are marked by x points.
limit is no more stringent than the most recent limits. In par-
ticular, we note that the region analyzed corresponds to only a
small fraction of the extension of the non-thermal component.
If for example we adopt disks of uniform surface brightness
with various extension as in Wik et al. (2011), we see that
the NuSTAR pointing can in principle cover from 7% down to
1% of the emission in the case of a disk of radius 25′ and 60′,
respectively. Clearly this NuSTAR pointing at a restricted cen-
tral region of Coma where the thermal emission is strongest
is not optimal for investigating the presence of an IC compo-
nent. A venue to address this problem in the future will be a
NuSTAR mosaic covering the Coma Cluster.
5.2. The Coma Center Thermodynamical Maps
There is good agreement between the Chandra temperature
map presented in Sanders et al. (2013) and the NuSTAR map
shown in Section 4.2. The gradient in the emission-weighted
projected temperature from the hot northwest side of the core
to the cooler southeast as seen by Chandra is nicely confirmed
by NuSTAR, to a better level than the more uniform tempera-
ture distribution seen by XMM (Arnaud et al. 2001). In fact,
the “hot spot” seen in the ASCA temperature map by Donnelly
et al. (1999) can be understood in the context of this gradient,
although not at the overall level of 13 keV suggested by the
ASCA temperature map. The southeast cooler emission is a
feature revealed at larger scales than the current NuSTAR ob-
servation by many satellites. It is related to a filament pointing
toward NGC 4911 and NGC 4921, first discovered in ROSAT
observations (Vikhlinin et al. 1999); in the regions probed by
the NuSTAR observation, the cooler emission is connected to
the excess brightness linear features seen in the deep Chandra
exposure of Sanders et al. (2013).
The temperature map of the Coma center together with the
Bullet observation (Wik et al. 2014) marks the beginning of
spatially resolved spectroscopy in the hard X-rays, in the en-
ergy band above 10 keV for galaxy clusters. The combination
of relatively flat effective area in the 3-15 keV energy band
(see Figure 5 of the NuSTAR Observatory Guide 1) and rela-
tively low background makes NuSTAR an ideal instrument for
1 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/nustar/NuSTAR_observatory_guide-
v1.0.pdf
measuring hot temperatures in galaxy clusters, and a bench-
mark comparison for the temperature measurement of more
traditional satellites in the 0.5-10 keV energy bands. These
are affected by steeply falling effective areas and flat or in-
creasing background at high energies. It will also be interest-
ing to investigate the bias of the spectroscopic-like tempera-
tures (e.g., Mazzotta et al. 2004) with the broader energy band
of NuSTAR.
Using the projected temperature, T , and normalization,
EM, values we can derive the projected entropy T/EM1/3
and the projected pressure T ×EM1/2. This can be used to
quickly explore relevant features in the intracluster medium
(e.g., Rossetti et al. 2007). They are shown in Figure 7 and
they highlight the disturbed state of the center of the Coma
Cluster. The entropy map is rather uniform on the scale the
NuSTAR pointing (∼ 200 kpc) and this is typically observed in
the center of mergers, non cool-core systems (e.g., Cavagnolo
et al. 2009). The pressure map follows more closely the sur-
face brightness distribution and its elongation in the axis con-
necting the two central galaxies, NGC 4889 and NGC 4874.
This is consistent with the picture of the presence of sub-halos
associated with the two galaxies perturbing the gravitational
potential of the central region of the cluster (Andrade-Santos
et al. 2013).
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the NuSTAR observation of the center of the
Coma Cluster. The main results of our work can be summa-
rized as follows:
– The NuSTAR spectrum of the Coma center extracted
from a 12′× 12′ region is consistent with the superposi-
tion of thermal components in the range 7–10 keV. The
90% upper limit on the presence of the IC component
is 5.1×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1. This number is not as strin-
gent as the one derived from modern non-imaging in-
struments such as Suzaku HXD-PIN or Swift-BAT due
to the limited FOV of NuSTAR and the high bright-
ness of the thermal component in the very center of the
Coma Cluster.
– The NuSTAR temperature map is in good agreement
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with previous measurements, in particular the one ob-
tained with recent deep Chandra exposures, and it high-
lights the potential of NuSTAR in constraining hot ther-
mal plasma in galaxy clusters.
Future mosaic NuSTAR observations of the Coma Cluster
are planned to extend the coverage to the central 30′ × 30′
area with 16 partially overlapping pointings with similar
exposure time to the observation reported in this work. The
Coma mosaic will constitute an excellent legacy dataset and
will be able to address some of the unresolved questions
related to this “old friend” cluster.
This research made use of data from the NuSTAR mission,
a project led by the California Institute of Technology, man-
aged by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and funded by NASA.
We thank the NuSTAR Operations, Software and Calibration
teams for support with the execution and analysis of these ob-
servations. This research has made use of the NuSTAR Data
Analysis Software (NuSTARDAS) jointly developed by the
ASI Science Data Center (ASDC, Italy) and the California
Institute of Technology (USA).
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